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And~ It's

Downhill All the Way

Compiled by D.M. Flynn & Teresa lifts; Lodges- on site.
Most slopes intermedi ..te; Daily
,
Powder Puff Moun,ain (SOS) 754- lift rates: Adult - $9, Child Coin
.
$4.50; Vertical drop- 1530 feet; 2
Ski buffs at UNM need not 2941 (ski conditions)
depend on just the local resorts. Box• 786, Red Rivet:, N.M. 87558 chair lifts, 1 T-bar, 1 poma; Lodges
Northern New Mexico, Colorado (\12 mile west of Red River)
-on site.
and Utah offer a wide variety of ski · Most slopes beginner and in_. Sandia Peak Ski Area (505) 296~
sl.o~es with varying degr~es o~ . termediate; Daily lift rates: Adult 9585
difficulty. So.r:nt:. ?f the ,maJ~r sk1 - $7,50, Child...,.. $'5; Vertical drop #10 Tramway
Loop',
NE,
areas, most w1thm a days dnve of - 150 ft.;2 chair lifts; Lodges- in ;Albuquerque, N.M. 871Q1 (From
Albuquerque, are listed here. The Red River.
Albuquerque, northeast to Sandia
list includes rates, .addresses and 'Raton Ski Basin (505 445-301 5)
Peak Tramway, or 15 miles east on
phone numbers for reservations Box 1043 Raton, N.M. 87740 1-40, 6 miles northwest on N.M.
and other useful information.
(From Raton, 5 miles east on N.M. 44),
72, 7 miles north on N.M. 526) ,
Most slopes beginner and inNEW'MEXICO
Most slopes intermediate; Daily termediate; Daily lift rates; Adult
Angle Fire Ski Basin (505) 377-2301 lift rates: Adult ...,. $8, Child - $5; and child- $7 .50; Vertical dropEagle Nest, N.M. 87718 (From Vertical drop - 1000 ft.; 1 chair 1660 ft.; tnim, 2 chair lifts, 3
Taos, 22 miles east on U.S. 64, 3 lift; 1 T-bar/poma; Lodges - in~_'pomas; Lodges- in Abluquerque.
miles south on N.M. 38) .
Santa Fe Ski Basin (505) 983-9155
Raton. ·
Most slopes intermediate; daily Red River Ski Area (505) 754-2223 (snow conditons)
lift rates: Adult- $8, Child - $5; (ski conditions)
Box 2286, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
Vertical drop - 2180 ft.; 3 chair Box303, Red River, N.M. 87558
(From Santa Fe, 16 miles northeast

Ne\N Mexi·co

on N.M. 475)
Most slopes intermediate; Daily
lift rates: Adult - $9, Child - ··
$4.50; Vertical drop - 1600 ft.; 2
chair lifts, 3 T-bars/pomas; Lodges"
-in Santa Fe.
·
Sierra Blanca Ski Resort (505) 3364356 (snow conditions)
Box 220, Ruidoso, N.M. 88345
(From Ruidoso, 9 miles north on
N.M. 37, 12 miles west on· N.M.
532(
.
.
Most slopes intermediate; Daily
lift rates: Adult and child - $10;
· Vertical drop- 1700 ft.; gondola,
1 chair lift, 3 T-bars/pomas;
Lodges- Ruidoso and Alto.
Sipapu Ski Area (5(:)5) 587-2240
Box 29, Vadito, N.M. (From Taos,_
4 miles south on N.M. 68, 21 miles
southeast on N.M. 3)
Most slopes intermediate; Daily

lift rates: Adult and child- $6.50:
Vertical drop - 800 ft.; 3 Tbars/pomas; Lodges - on site and
3 miles away.
Taos Ski Vadley (505) 776-2266
Taos Ski Valley, N.M. 87571 (From
Taos, 4 miles north on U .B. 64, 15
miles northeast on N.M.l50)
Twenty per cent beginner, 30 per
cent intermediate, 50 per cent
expert; Daily lift rates: Adults
~$10, Child- $6; Vertical drop~
2612' ft.; 6 chair lifts, 1 pony lift;
Lodges- on site.
COLORADO
Aspen/Snowmass (303) 925-7302
(Lift tickets interchangeable in all
four areas: Aspen Mountain,
Buttermilk, Aspen Highlands and
Snowmass)
!Continued on page 3).
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Pass as Experts

Snow-Jobbing Skiers
Avoid The Rush,
Go Cross-Country

By Robert Bodine
During the past 10 ·years, the
Nordic version of over-snow travel
has become increasingly popular in
the U.S., partly because it is
inexpensive and partly because of
the ability to see more than just the
hard-packed "piste" that Alpine
skiing offers.
.
To some adventurous ones, there
is nothing better than blazing a trail
in the remote, peacomeful
wilderness. To others, the marked
cross-country trails provide
adequate "getting awayness."
According to suggested retail
prices quoted in the 1977 Skiers
Directory, the average cost of
Alpine skis is $184, as compared to
$83 for cross-country skis. Boot
prices are $130 and $42 respectively. Bindings are $69 and $11 and
poles are $24 and $20. An average
of $407 is required to pay for the
Alpine "basics," whereas only
about $156 is needed to get properly
outfitted for cross-country skiing.
Equipped with a reliable compass
and a topographic contour map of
the area, the experienced crosscountry skier can enjoy just about
any hiking trail or golf course as
long as it is snow-covered. The only
danger of straying off the "beaten
track" is the chance of getting lost,
which can come from calculating
distances
inaccurately,
underestimating the time it will take to
cover them, and the arrival of
darkness and1 or storms which
could alter the looks of any place.
· Taos has eight miles of marked
trails for the cross-country skier,"
and lessons, rentals and packages
are available. For the more accomplished skier, Bandelier
National Monument. has canyons,
through which touring is quite
exhilarating. The area is one of.
cliffs and steep inclines, so it is no
place for the beginner to begin.
Angel Fire has been financed
with $5.5 million and now has
marked ana maintained-trails, plus
large areas where open skiing can
'

By Orlando Medina
There was an old movie on television a while back
entitled, "The CounW!rfeit General." Also on the tube
a short time back was a flick called, "The Private War
of Harry Frigg." Now the thing in common to both
these movies was that they were about men pretending
·
to be something they were not.

Both men were just buck privates hoping to pass off
as
leaders of men, commander of arms and kissers of
be had.
khaki.
The same situation exists in the world of wool
For up to a week of guided
wax
known as skiing. This is the confession of a
and
touring or winter camping, Trail
Adventures De Chama, offers trips reformed pseudo-skier.
individually tailored to the skiers'
To begin with, to give the impression of being a
abilities and desires.
hardened skier you have to first of all harden your
Sandia Peak has trails for those
clothing.
Even though you will be spending your time
not wanting to go far from
entirely inside your room or in the lodge you must
Albuquerque.
always remember to take along one of those little
There are unlimited unmarked spray bottles. Fill the bottle with water (pine-scented)
areas available to the experienced and spray your gloves, jacket and pants. Place them
outside covered with a tarp so that they will always be
skiers in New Mexico,

frozen.
. Always remember to change into your frozen
clothing before going up to the lodge at the end of the
day. You cannot brag about your exploits unless there
are little puddles of water surrounding you while you
brag.
Next, to be one of the top skiers you have to dress
ski style but not fashionable ski style. One hint is to go
ahead and wear levis but sew straps on the cuffs.
Make a few long, but not tacky, rips in your ski
jacket so that you can keep referr1ng· to that one bad
fall you had on the slalom run at Everest. '
If you are pretending to be a skier from Texas you
must definitely explain that you are only there to test
the mountain because your father is going to buy you
one for Christmas.

A skier from California or Hawaii will just sit in the
lodge anc;l wax a surf board for the slopes because skis
are out this year on the California trails.
(Continued on page 2)

3 Arrested f-or UNM Damage
By Dolores Wood
Three persons have been arrested
and charged with criminal damage·
to University property. The damage
consists of the spray painting of
protest slogans on several' UNM
buildings and sidewalks.
The three were identified as :
Mark L. Martinez, 21, 518 Buena
. Vista SE; Elizabeth F. Esquibel, 26,
921 Buena Vista SE and Velia Silva,
27, 921 Buena Vista, SE. Martinez
and Esquibel are UNM students.
The three were apprehended by
the University police early
yesterday morning after allegedly
damaging approximately seven
University buildings by writing
protest slogans on them with spray
paint. They were taken to Bernalillo
County Jail and released on bond at
·6:15a.m. Monday morning.
Cpl. Galen Hatheway of the
campus police said he saw Martinez
with a spray can at about 12:15
a.m. Monday. Martinez was
walking in a circular motion and
attempting to hide from persons
walkil1g across the Mall area,
Hatheway alleged.
He said when he tried to approach Martinez, Martinez started
running, Martinezwas apprehended
about an hour later near Galles
Oldsmobile on Central.
The two women were apprehended at about 1:48 a.m.

Monday south of the University
Alumni Chapel. Each woman was
carrying a can of spray paint and a
white glove, police said.
Police estimated the damage at
about $600. Slogans were painted
on ·the Humanities Bldg, Zim- c
Library, Ortega Hall,

University is going to d() it.

sidewalks around the Mall area.
The penalty for the offenses is
possible imprisonment for up to
one year, or a $500 fine, or both.
. University Architect Van Dorn
Hooker said it would be a "hell of a
job" to clean up the paint. He said
he doesn't have
idea

~·!~ ..~,~~~-~~:'~~~'~:3~~;'.~r7P.T:~.

...

~-~·~~·~·~,"~~: ,c"

Several of the slogans were: U.S.
out of Aztlan, Fsm (sic) at U, Down
with Facism (sic), smash the rich,
end oppression, NosiNegan
Educacicion (sic), power to the
people, down with facist policies
(sic).

-.

Vandals hit UNM Monday night with spray paint. Mitchell Hall (above) was one of their
victims.
·

/
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Albuquer,que Stores Meet Skiers' Needs

'"[;"
5
~

There are five sporting goods
> stores in Albuquerque which
~ specialize in, or have departm~nts
J," for downhill skiing equipment.
Mountain Sports Ltd., Olympic
Sports Inc. and Cook's Sporting
» Goods Co. have been in
.Albuquerque for two or more sk{
seasons. Gardenswartz Sports and

.3

S.

Rocky Mountain Ski Co. are new
ski shops,
None of the stores carries the
complete lines of all the skis,
because it is impractical to store
and sell that many skis. Some stores
indicated they would like to
broaden their stock nex-t year.
However, this is what they have this

year.
COOK'S carries the full lines of
Rossignol, Atomic, and K2 skis. It
also carries Head, Dynastar, Hart
and Kneissel skis. Cook's, which is
in Winrock Shopping Center, sells
three package deals for beginners
and three to four packages for
intermediate skiers.

The English 101 final ex:am for fall semester will be
held on Monday morning, Dec. 13, from 7;30 a.m. to
10 a.m. and not from 8 to I 0 a.m. as indicated in the
special examination schedule in the Nov. 8 LOBO and

Long Winter
Expected for
NM ·Skiers

in the spring rrert>gistraiion schedule of classe~.

Islamic Society meets ev,cry Friday ror Joma's
pray at the University. Chapel, 12:20 p.m.

Gradualc Student A$SOC. Office hours arc Mon.
thru Thurs. 9:30a.m. 10 3:30 p,m. Vice·pmidcnt's
hour.~: Tues. and Thurs. 12:30 to'J:JO p.m. Rm. 248,
SUB.

The ski"season will open shortly
in New Mexico and the National
Weather Service predicts a long,
hard winter for skiers in the state.
After Thanksgiving, skiers may
get snow and weather predictions
through the usual lines of communication-T.V. and radio.
More details are available by
calling the National Weather Service 24-hour phone line at 2431371.
After Thanksgiving, H. Cooks
Sporting Goods will also have a
weather information service with
details of snow conditions on the
slopes. The number to call is 293-

Large Selection
Of Down,
Polyester and
Leather
Jackets

606l).

Package deals are a combination the Ski. The prices of the skis range
of skis, bindings and poles. Because from $100 to $265.
The store also carries three
they are sold a> packages it's a good
way for skiers to get a break on the package deals from $140 to· $180.
One of the faster-selling skis at
price.
While Cook's packages sell for Olympic is the Fischer C4, a,. racing
$100 to $180, the skis by themselves ski.
Olympic salespersons do not
cost $80 to $260.
specialize
in one particular level of
The sales persons at Cook's do
skiing.
They
are all able to give
not specialize in levels of skiing. All
advice
to
skiers
of all levels.
· of the sales persons should be able
GARDENSWARTZ
SPORTS,
to help just about any level of skier
also open for its first ski season
find the proper equipment.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SKI CO. is carries full lines of Sarner,
open for its first ski season with full Rossignol, Kneissel, and Hart skis.
lines of Dynaster, Hart, Kastle, and It' carries popular models of Kastle
and Fischer. Prices on these skis are
Kneissel.
$80
to $240.
This shop, in . Coronado
Three
packages are available at a
Shopping Center,. specializes in
price
range
of$130 to $180.
downhill skiing equipment. It has
The
salespersons
can advise all
four full lines of skis this year but
hopes to expand to five full lines of levels of skiers.
One of the best selling skis at
skis next year.
The price of skis (without bin- Gardenswartz is an intermediate ski
by Sarner.
dings) range from $100 to $255.
There are four package deals which
MOUNTAIN SPORTS LTD.
sell for $80 to $200.
All the salespersons are able to carries full lines· of Olin, Hexel,
advise all levels of skiers, but most Rossignol, Head, Hart, Dynastar,
of them try especially hard to give and K2 skis.
The price range for these skis is
time and attention to the beginner
skiers, who often enter the store $100 to $255.
with little knowledge of the difMountain Sports also offers two
package deals at $100and $150.
ferent types of skis.
OLYMPIC SPORTS INC.
The sales staff at Mountain is
carries full lines of Rossignol, able to advise skiers of all levels on
Dynastar, Fischer, Hart, Olin, and the purchase of equipment.

The Eastern skiers that come to New Mexico are
easy to pass off because they flew in expecting to ski
on large hills of desert sand. Also they cough a lot
'fhenever they fall off the mountain because its
always, "the altitude, not the run, is getting to me."
Of the three locations to choose from, the

Pioneer Wear

California skier is probably the easiest to become
because any mistake you make or anything weird you
do will probably start a fad instead of causing you
embarassment.
Open 9:00-5:30
Mon. Thru Sat.

J*****************************~

I

Purgatory

:*

**
*
J A Heavenly Place to Ski !*
*:
460 inches of powder snow each year
#*
:
4 double chair lifts & porn
.#
*
*
* At Ramada Inn we have *f
1

* • Wood burning fireplaces in every room
·*
#
* • Heated indoor pool & saunas

The most popular act is still the European skier,
preferably Scandanavian·, because you can speak with
an unusual accent and no one will understand what the
hell you say. If you cannot come up with an accent just
keep saying "YumpinYiminee" or "By Gor" a lot.
However,. avoid Nazi accents from World War 11
movies because some lodge owners still say they are
from Argentina and you are liable to become a
member of a band.
To get the perfect ski facial look you have to rub
your face with a coarse brush but leave light circles
around your eyes.

Box T, Aspen, Colo. 81611 (From
Denver, 15 miles via 1-70, exit 58.
From Colorado Springs, 72 miles
via I-25 and 1-70)
Aspen Mountain - 0 per cent
beginner, 25 per cent intermediate,
75,per cent advanced; Vertical drop
-3300 ft.; 7 chair lifts; Daily rates:
Adults and children- $11 full day,
$7 half day.
Aspen Highlands - 25 per cent
beginner, 50 per cent intermediate,
25 per cent expert; Vertical·drop -

.,as.D9 {f..i .~.f.l),'ii~,\ifM\,p.l'j'.Y. r.at.~s:

[

-If you have to put those long, thin bent things on
remember the pointed ends go in front of you.
-Powder is a type of snow, not something you
snort up before going up the lift.

-Boots and bindings do not refer to some kind of
kinky sex among skiers.

*
# • Lounges & live entertainment
#
*# •• Ram
Restaurant
*·
Ski rentals & ski equipment
#
*# Free Transportation to & from Ski Area *#
*
. Group Package Rates *
3-5 & 7-day
*# The Largest Motor Lodge
. Close to Purgatory #*
.#
Call or Write
~.
*·
*
**
**
**
*
***
**
*
**
*
:*
(303) 259-1010
:*
# Durang~
Colorado 81301
f

fI

-Skiers drop little hints to the roughness of a ski
run with names like '.'Shredded Body" or "The
Cliff." If you have to ski, stay with names like
"Tweety-Pie Ride" or the "Peter Rabbit Trail."

I,

-"Shoosh" is not aScandanavian sneeze.
-"Christie" is a ski maneuver, not the blonde who
keeps getting free drinks in the ski lodge bar.

I

i

-Before you leave any ski area, always save the ski
passes so you can leave them on your jacket zipper for
several years. If these start to become too cumbersom,
start stealing the various ski patrol badges to sew on
your jacket.
Finally, always eat your meals in the lodge and
don't snack on the slopes, especially if you a,re into
organic food. Rabbits are always out in winter and old
pinions don't lie on top of the snow.

I,

,·

J

I'

I

l

GOLDEN FRIED
CH'ICKEN

l

;.

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

I:""
0

0'

SKIING
SPOKEN HERE

i:;;.

Before you buy your
ski outfit or any part
of it, you owe it to yourself
to visit the largest, beststocked and most experienced ski
~hop in New Mexico ...
at H. Cook, Winrock.

Kl OUTFI
• SKIS • BINDINGS • POLES

Bindings mounted, skis hot waxed and engraved.

ATOMIC CAN AM PACKAGE
Atomic Can Am skis, Salomon 202 bindings,
Tomic T -7 poles. Reg. $182.90.......

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH •
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

REDEEM,~T

1830 LOMAS, AT YALE

EXPIRES Nov.

.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo ts published
Monday througU Friday every regular \vcck of
the· University year mid weekly during the sum·

mer session by the Board of Student Publication5
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
fimnidally ll.~soclalcd with UNM. Second cla~s
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
academic year. •
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages
of 17te Daily Lobo are those of theaut110r ~olcly,
Unsigned opinion Is that oflhe editorial board of
The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in The Dally
Lobo necessarlly represents the views of the
University of New Mexicoo

HOURS:

WITH THIS COUPON

1976

11:00AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & :;iAT.

~*****************************~

r

·.

·1 09 .95
129 .95

K2 "303" SKI PACKAGE

K2 303 skis, Nevada GTL bindings, World
Cup poles. Reg. 214.90 .............

DYNASTARCOMPACTPACKAGE
Dynastar Compact skis, Salomon S
bindings, Rallye poles. Reg. 219.90 ...

·149 .95

ATOMIC ACS PACKAGE
Atomic ACS skis, Salomon S or Nevada
bindings, Team poles. Reg. 264.90

34·95
OVER-THE-BOOT
SKI PANTS
Ski-Tek quality at a low
price. Smooth fittin~ style
of wool and Helanca
nylon. Men's and ladies'
styles, colors.

19·95

t

WARM-UP
PANTS

39-95

39.50

DOWN FILLED
NYLON
SKI SWEATER

DEMETRE "TONI"
SKI SWEATER
First name in fine ski
sweaters. Top fashion designs in 100% PURE WOOL.
Choice of colors for men
and women.·
Jr. Demetre sweaters

Nylon shell, insulated
witti Dacron polyes1 Men's.

Rip-stop nylon shell and
lining in choice of colors.
Lofty with down, including the collar, sleeves and
over the pockets.

79·95

$45

SAN MARCO
METEOR

RALLYE SKI BOOT

2-piece injected
molded shell, floating cuff,
comfortable flow bladder,
new cable buckle system .

Compare at $129.95. Men's
and ladies' injected molded
boot with 2-pc. shell, floating cuff, flow bladder,
cable buckles.

No. 67

Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.

5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

~()
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OTHER LOCATIONS:
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~
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Adults- ~12 full day, ~8 naif day,
Children and Senior Citizens - $3
all day,
Buttermilk 38 per cent
beginner, 44 per cent intermediate,
18 per cent expert; Vertical drop
2000 ft.; 5 chair lifts; Daily rates:
Adu.(ts- $11 full day, $7 half day,
Children and Senior Citizens- $3·
all day.
.
·
Snowmass II per cent
beginner, 65 per cent intermediate,
24 per cent expert; Vertical drop
.3500 ft.; I triple chair lift, 10
double chair lifts; Daily rates:
Adults- $11 full day, $7 half day,
children and senior citizens - $3 all
day.
Breckenridge (303) 453-2918
Breckenridge, Colo. 80424 (From
Denver, 70 miles west on U.S. 6, I70 (exit 203) and Colorado 9; from·
Colorado Springs., 120 miles on
u.s. 24)
30 per cent beginner, 45 per cent
intermediate, 25 per cent advanced;
Vertical drop 2213 ft.; 8 chair lifts,
2 T-bars, 2 pomas, 1 triple chair;
Daily rates: Adults - $9 full day,
$6.50 half day, Children and Senior
Citizens- $4 all day.
Copper Mountain (303) 468-2882
Copper
Mountain
Resort
Association, Box 397, Frisco, Colo.
80443 (From Denver, 70 miles west
on U.S. 6 and 1-70 through
Eisenhower Tunnel; from Colorado
Springs 140 miles via U.S. 24,
Colorado 9 and 1-70)
20 per cent beginner, 60 per cent
intermediate, 20 per cent expert;
Vertical drop 2450 ft.; 7 double
chair lifts, 1 poma; Daily rates:
Adults- $10 full day, $7 half day,
Children- $4 full day, $3 half day.
Crested Bulle (303) 349-5100
Crested Butte Resort Association,
Box 565, Crested Butte, Colo.
81224 (From Denver, 230 miles via
U.S. 285; U.S. 50 and Colo. 135.
From Colorado Springs, 196 miles
via Colo. 115, U.S. 50 and Colo.
135)
37 per cent beginner, 36 per cent
intermediate, 27 per cent advanced;
Vertical drop 2150 ft.; 5 double
chair lifts, 1 enclosed, 1 T-bar;
Daily rates: Adults- $10 full day,
$7.50 half day, Children - $5 all
day.
Keystone (303) 468-6660
Keystone Resort Association, Box
38, Dillon, Colo. 80435 (From
Denver, 70 miles via U.S. 6 and I-70
through Eisenhower Tunnel; from
Colorado Springs, 124 miles viaU.S. 24, Colo. 9, U.S. 6 and 1-70)
10 per cent beginner, 80 per cent
intermediate, l 0 per cent expert;
Vertical drop 2340; 8 double chair
·lifts; Daily rates: Adults- $10 full
day, $7.50 half day, Children- $5
full day, $4.50 half day.
Purgatory (303) 247-3R38
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USE OUR CONVENIENTDRIVE UP WINDOW
• AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.

z
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(Continued on Pagc7)

SPECIAL COUPON.
OFFER!

w

II.

(ConUnued from page 1 )·

Here are some of the things to avoid if you wish to
maintain your image as a skier:

**
f

~
(1>

... Ski

(Continued from pa~e 1)

Behind

*'
:

"'d

... Hints for the Pseudo-Skier

1/3'0ffl

1718 Yale Blvd., S.E.
242-9535

I

~

-

.

· the good sports store the good sports store-the~ed ,sperts stere105 WINROCK SHOPPING CENTER

Mondaphru Friday 10 a.m.to 9 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sunday Noon to 5 p.m.

DE VARGAS SHOPPING CENTER

(522 Rosario Street, Santa Fe)
Monday thru Friday to a.m. to 9 p.m.
Salurday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m.

II.CCX)K
sporting goods

4 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS: COOK'S CHARGE, MASTIOR CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD G~ LAYAWAY
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

nmum•m1nmnmurmm mnmmn1mn

Perspective Continued

Opinion

City Paving
..

UNM Admissions: Another Horror Story

ASUNM Monitoring Should Continue

DOONESBURY

1lJ SAY 71113
l&45T! so fi4!<,
·SO 7HE
7E4M'5£l'JNC 71-IEY'R/3 0 FO!<
~ POORlY lH/5
7! 8.1J.'5 8eal
• 5l'A50N?
/NCONSO!ABtE!
\

a'IIAT?!

by Garry Trudeau

G/f£, I IIOP/3 I

CAN H&lP 7/JRN NfJTBE EL/618/.E
IT1/1?0/JNO! I'M ANYtuAY. YOII'V&
K!NOOFOI/T

Of=SHAP&!

/IJH£N 0!0

7lf/O MON1115
. Of'. .. 011, NO...

SCHOOL.

5TART?

I

{i}CU, YO!/ MAY

Se?T£M8f3/<..
0/0N'T YO/J 6liT

MY /£T!l3R.?

\

\

I hope the investigation into the
affairs of the film committee continues- it's time some type of
monitoring system was put into
operation-a checking system for
our "leaders" who seem to find it
• easy and convenient to attain per
sonal gain.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

GINNY, HI, LISltN,
I'M AT 7HE1/!RifJ!ff,
81JT I /1/ANIW 70
51/Y (j{)()f)BY8fHJRE
I SPLIT FOR 77!&
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Whether or not misappropriat1u11
of funds was actually the case, I am
angered at the blatant misuse of
funds at the expense of the rest of
the student body as well as the
disrespect shown, signified by the
making of flimsy excuses for
resigning such as not having the
financial capabilities. Equally
outrageous was Ms.
Ott's
reasoning that allowed her to
borrow $600-that there were no
set procedures and that it's been
done before I

Jt_

SAY, tuHO
IS 71115,
ANYWAY?
\

I seribusly doubt Margaret's life
has been damaged by the
LOBO-perhaps she will now
weigh her moves more closely if
not more cleverly. It's sad because

'\
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There's More To Dressing
Than The Turkey

Who Are the Real UNM Fascists?
tat1on, and forcible oppression STATE," FACISM [sic] AT
of opposition."
UNM" and "NOS NEGAN
UNM is not in the least a EDUCADICION" [sic], just to
political philosophy, and as far cite a·few of your wonderful (?)
as I know, there is no social or pieces of work.
economic oppression. All have
Certainly there are more conthe freedom to express their structive forums in which to
views, hopefully through more vent your anger than the wanconstructive channels than you ton destruction of property, and
took.
please remember that it is your
A case in point is that of La taxes that have paid for this
Posada, which will soon have a school. I suggest you grow up.
'IIIIIIIIIUII!I!IIIIIIIIIIIIlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
new management.
At least learn how to spell.
Nothing was gained from And please, have more regard
your actions of last weekend, for the others who do not wish
except to excite the anger ot to have to look at your
thousands of people against ridiculous scrawling.
DlllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiDIIIfDIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIHIIIIIIIIIL
you. What used to be a pleasant
view from my office is now filled
Letters to the editor ...
with
"SMASH
TE
isL.I
Letters to the editor should
Patricia Buslee

Editor:
Whoever you are, happy person with the spray paint, I
believe that you are among the
real fascists on this campus.
Fascism, in case you don't
know the meaning of the word,
means
"a
political
philosophy ... headed by a dictatorial ruler with severe
economic and social regimen-

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials tepresent e
majority opinion of the Dally Lobo

Editor-in-Chiel
Susan Walton

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Staff •• All other cofur;r1ns, cartoons

and letters represent the opinion
· of the author and do not necessarily

reflect. the views of !he staff.

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Ken Walston

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

Asst. News Editor·
David M. Flynn

Copy Editor
Karen Moses

505-266-5275
3004 D Central SE o Albuquerque,NM. 87112

LOBO Letter,

Opinion Policy

be no longer than 250 words;
typewritten and double
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be i~
cluded with the letter or 1t
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.

One full week

$139.00
Trfp Includes:

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

~
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* 5 days full lift passes
* 6 nights luxury lodging

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

Editor:
Some people around this University might regard their support of the ~
field hockey team a waste of time i· view of the fact of their losses last "
week. I hope not!
~It is true that the outcome of those games was less than desirabiP But it o
does not take away from the brilliant and determined pi8V of tl• team.
Even with all their hopes of going to the nationalc none, th•·v put 011 uch a >:::.:
fantastic display of skill and talent that would make any University proud. 'j::.
Amid all the frustration and conflict, their pride in the scl1ool and for
themselves and each other showed through. .
o
Please don't give up your support for saving the team, they need it now
more than ever and they more than deserve it, they earned it,
~
Anita C. Pena
o-

z

Ski Taos
OH.. SIJR&!
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Join-U.T., S.M.U .. Tex. Tech,
T.C.U., O.U .. U. of H., and
more for the biggest College.
Ski Week ever!!

1/NO..I/M.I
C&!?TAINLY
[l{).. lJH

Keep Women's Hockey
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Or New Buses?
By Martin Nix
"Pave it this year, because next year tile price of pavement is
going up," as one city councillor recently said. I guess they pave
the streets in oil in Albuquerq11ey!;r;1 ·,,, '" '"·" c1 ,.,.,•.·,:- ;, ,,,~. • . . .·-. ,.
··f
The .city seems oblivious to the energy s1tuat1on, and keeps
saying responsiollity lies with the state and federal government (yet
state and federal government say the responsibility lies with local
government!).
.
..
To date the city has done little except to polish up the ex1st1ng
bus system-which can handle only five per cent o.f ~II city tri~s if
gasoline skyrockets. There is enough steel and plasyc 1n neon s1gns
to build a first-class transit system. One neon s1gn can cost as
much as $100,000, enough to buy one bus.
Transit is essential to the city's future, since the auto consumes
half of the nation's resources, which will be needed for more essentials like food.
Assuming Albuquerque had a majority of trips on some alternative to the auto (some super-convenient transit system); money
umm•nnnntnnummnmummunm•mnnmmmmmnm•mnnl Letter ~ lnmunmmnnnnmnmummm•nnuummnmm•muumnm•• which people now spend on car insurance, gasoline, and second
family cars will be spent instead on retail sales, restaurants, and
maybe even solar.
·
In effect, with transit, money no longer leaves the local economy
to Detroit, but recycles locally-employing people. Transit will empre-registered, but they had out. How he managed to get me ploy close to 1,000 to 2,000 people, and have the economic impact
Editor:
In response to V. L. Bienek's never received (their way of in, I have no idea, but it hardly of another Sandia Labs.
letter regarding the Admissions saying lost) my transcripts and seemed worth it after all I had
Transit does create a construction boom, and stimulates the
ACT
scores.
Department at UNM-1 have
local economy. It also conserves land, steel, and uses local energy
been through.
him/her beat.
(electricity). Transit does mean a different lifestyle, and has the
Upon further investigation,, at
potential of being faster, safer, less expensive and better than urI applied for the fall semester my insistence, it was found that
V.L.
Bieniek
wondered ban driving.
here last December. l.sent my my application had also disap- whether he/she might have
Transit is no more expensive than 10 miles of urban interstate,
high school transcripts and ACT peared. As far as the University been discriminated against for the Public Service Company, or a major hospital. Last year the city
scores sometime in January, of New Mexico was concerned, being out-of-state. My answer passed a bond for $25 million for street improvements (not just patto that is (in my best Southern ching potholes, but major street reconstruction), $25 million is
and received no'tice that I had I never existed.
drawl) a resounding, "Yes!"
been accepted.
enough to purchase enough buses to have a bus come by every 10
minutes, or to buy enough Mercedes-Benz buses to have one come
I then spent at least $30 on
With great difficulty,
by every 2-3 minutes.
Corey
Clotham
long-distance phone calls back
secured an off-campus apart- to my high school in Alabama,
ment, and in August, I packed
only to find that, yes, they had
everything I owned in the back sent everything out last
of my car, and made the big January.
move of 1000 miles to New
Editor:
the film committee, which is to be and intend to continue to patronize
Mexico.
I can't say my heart is bleeding commended on the fine films it has good films-and I do not mean
Finally, my father had to fly
Surprise, surprise. When I out here, my high school tran- for Margaret Ott (former film chair- shown, will probably be stymied in those commercial Hollywood boxits efforts to continue to do so.
office hit-types some student
showed up to register, I was in- scripts and ACT scores in hand, person) after reading her letter to
It is hoped the actions of a few government people wish to in·
the
LOBO
(Nov.
18).
She
should
formed that not only was I not to straighten the entire mess
have seriously considered the con- won't affect the interests of a large troduce.
sequence of her actions more number of students who appreciate
Bandy Revere
carefully.

Lett ers lmunn•m, nmm111111 mmm uum1umnu

Ski
Special
Laser Skis
Salomon 444 Bindings
Barrecrafter Poles
Mounting, Hot Wax, Engraving
Suggested retail price $251.00

Our
Price Only

$195°0

also

Reg. $55.00
Sale Price

s4ooo

(double or quad occupancy)
* 2 big party's, 1 dance
*Ski races
* Discounts on rentals &
lessons
* Charter bus and air'
available
4 Optional meal package
(Includes: Taos' finest
restaurants]
Great Savings

Call Steve Emery
292-2137

Don't let the name scare you. Skiing at Purgatory is a divine
experience.
Forty trails are served by four double chairlifts in Colorado's
southwestern sun and snow belt (away from the 1-70 madness).
Enjoy the delights of lively Durango, 25 miles south, the
luxury of the beautiful Tamarron Resort or th~ quietness of
our overnight facilities at the base of the mountam.
Send for our brochures which tell you more about divine
skiing. They're free.

For Reservations 800-525-5427
(In Colorado 303-247-0312)

·---------------------------------Send me your free brochure
Name ________________________________

~------

Sl,<el..,--------------------------C I ' Y - - - - - - - - - S i a l e _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

"Dedicated to the Ski Spirit in everyone"
1006 Coronado Center
883·"8128

Send to:
Durango Ski Corporation, P.O. Box 666
Durango, Colorado 81301
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New Mexico Ski Slopes
Are Not the Last Resort

r-

By Peter Madrid
With fine ski resorts within three
hours of Albuquerque, UNM
students have the opportunity to ski
in the winter stm of New Mexico.
Ideal snow and weather conditions make skiing in New Mexico
a pleasurable experience. Some ski
resorts outside of New Mexico may
have better and more snow but their
weather conditions are· bad. Other
resorts may have good weather
conditions but not much snow,
. , , 1,_,..,,._....,. New Mexico has both ideal weather
~=~ conditions and plenty of white
stuff.
Sandia Ski Area, the closest area
to UNM, is a great place for the
beginner to learn how to ski. Sandia
1
· offers runs designed for the
beginner to intermediate skier.
During the week, there are no lift
lines. On the weekend, the wait is
not that long.

Casey Drug and Optical Co.
'
your a
~UNGLASS HEADQUARTERS

$2
off

·~

}

l

l

I
I

*MIRROR COATING AVAILABLE
Casey s where you get your prescription filled

Durango Reservation System, Box
1311, Durango, Colo. 81301 (From
Albuquerque, 210 miles via N.M.
44 and U.S. 550)
·
. 25 per .cent beginner, 45 per cent
mtermedmte, 30 per cent advanced·
Vertical drop 1600 ft.; 4 doubt~
chair lifts, I rope tow: Daily rates:
Adults- $9.50 all day, $6 half day
Children - $4 all day, $3 half day. '
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Winter Park (303) 726-5588
Winter Park Information Bureau
Box 5, Winter Park, Colo. 8048Z
(From Denver, 67 miles via I -70 and
U.S. 40. From Colorado Springs,
137 miles via I-25, I-70 and U.S. 40)
37 per cent beginner, 39 per cent
inter.mediate, 24 per cent advanced;
Vertteal prop 2025; II double chair
lifts, 2 T-bars; Daily rates: Adults
-$9 full day, $6 half day, Children
-$4.25 all day.
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Tamarron at Purgatory
100 per cent beginners; Vertical
drop 100 ft.; Daily rates: Adults$3.50 all day, $2 half day, Childre1,1
-$1.75 full day, $1 half day.

I

The prices at the various areas
range from $7 to $11. Also, the size
of the area determines the number
of lifts and pomas the mountain
has.

Steamboat Springs (303) 879-0740
Steamboat Resort Association, Box
297, Steamboat Sprin'gs, Colo.
80477 (From Denver, 162 miles via
I-70 and U.S. 40; from Colorado
Springs, 210 miles via I-25, I-70 and

N
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UTAH
Alta
25 per cent beginner, 50 per cent
intermediate, 25 per cent expert;
Vertical drop 2050; 6 double chair
lifts; Daily rates: Adults - $7 all
.day, $5,50 half day.

u.s. 40)

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR $20FF
ON ANY SUNGLASSES
(fifteen dollars or more)

*2000 PAIRS IN, STOCK

(Continued from Page 3)
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... Ski Resorts

I

Taos Ski Valley, the biggest and that. blows the snow from the top of
most challenging in the state, is a · the mountain down into the valley.
three-hour
drive
from When they get snow, Angel Fire is
All;luquerque. Taos offers the an excellent place to ski.
intermediate-advanced and the
Santa Fe Ski Area, a two-hour
advanced
skier
plenty
of
drive
from Albuquerque, is a
treacherous terrain. Taos usually
challenging
area and the price of
opens around Thanksgiving and
the
lift
ticket
is reasonable. Santa
closes late in the spring. Taos
Fe
has
fine
terrain
for the skier with
guarantees no lift lines, but like all
i~
min?.
The
.road leading to
fun
major resorts, the lines exist.
the sk1 area IS long and winding but
North of Taos lies the Red River · the trip is worth it because the ;kier
Ski Area, a pleasant place to ski. has some fine· schuss-booming
Although not as challenging as ahead of him.
Taos, Red River opens earlier·
Sierra Blanca, the only resort in
because of its snow-making
capabilities. Unlike Taos where the southern part of the state, has
one-day skiing is not very popular snow when other areas don't. Not
with the management, ·Red River many people think of going South
encourages
people
from to ski. Most go down South to
Albuquerque to drive up, and ski water ski-and overlook the fine runs
at Sierra Blanca.
powdery slopes.

Angel Fire, 20 miles north of
Taos, offers challenging yet fun
runs for all skiers. Angel Fire, like
Red River, encourages the day
skier. Angel Fire relies on the wind
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$2
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23 per cent beginner, 49 per cent
intermediate, 28 per cent expert·
Vertical drop 3600 ft.; 9 doubt~
chair lifts, 90-passenger gondola 2
. rates: Adults
'
pomas, I pony; Druly
~ .$9-11 full day, $7-8 half day,
Chlldren and Senior Citizens- $4
all day.

off
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Angel fire·-- J.
PowderPuff- 2.
R.tton
3

Red River--- 4
S.ndi•---5

S•nuFe-6

Sicm.Bianca-.7
.Sipapo
8.
lllos
9.

Telluride (303) 728-3856
Telluride Central Reservations Box
127, Telluride, Colo. 81435 (From
Denver, 327 miles via U.S. 285,
U.S. 50, Colo. 62 and 145)
,20 per cent beginner, 45 per cent
intermediate, 35 per cent expert·
Vertical drop 3200 ft.; 6 doubl~
chair lifts; Daily rates: Adults $9.50
full day, $7.50 half day, Children

Park City
20 per cent beginner, 45 per cent
intermediate, 35 per cent expert·
Vertical drop- 3000 ft.; 9 doubt~
chair lifts, I triple chair, 4 gondolas.
Snowbird
20 per cent beginner, 40 per cent
intermediate, 40 per cent expert·
Vertical drop 3100 ft.; 5 doubt~
chair lifts, 125-passenger aerial
tram; Daily rates: all areas $10 full
day, $8 half day, chairs $7.50 full
day, $6 half day .

California Fashion Outlet
2318 Central SE
Open Man-Sat, I 0 am-6 pm
Shirts, Pants, Jackets and much

more at below wholesale prices

$5 . .

.·v.tVcrd•+-10
Vail (303) 476-5677
Vail Resort Association Box SC
Vail Colo. 81657 (From Denver
miles via U.S. 6 and I·70. From
Colorado Springs, 170 miles via
u.s. 24)
25 per cent beginner, 50 per cent
intermediate, 25 per cent expert·
Vertical drop 3050 ft.; 2 triple chai;
lifts, 12 double, 2 gondolas; daily
rates: Adults- $12 full day, $8.50
half day, Children- $6 all day.

9S

Federally funded traineeships in Bilingual Elementary Education and Secondary Education arc
available for the current 1976-77 academic year. The
student must already be admincd to the teacher
education program and be working towards bilingual
teaching certification. Eligible students should apply
by letter to the departments by Dec. 1.
_Cit_Y Council President Jack Kolber! wiiJ hold a
D1stn::t 3 constituent meeting Tues., Nov. 23 at 7 :lO
p.m. m the downtown public library at Fifth and
CopperNW.

. "49" at the Native American Center
mght, Nov. 23. Music 1 munchies and films.

·----------1

Tue~day

There will be an impOrtant National Chicano
Health Organi7..ation meeting Tues., Nov. 23. The
New Mexico Regional Rcpresental tves election will be

,.•••••••••••••••• .,

Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club is dancing in the
cellarofHokona Hall every Thursday at 7 p.m.

hold.

I Restaurant- Saloon t}"\ 1
I Come On Up and Drink W I
1 Dance and Rock It Up To .
I
I Tennessee Walker 1
I
I
I
This fri. & Sat Night
I
Absolutely The Best
I
Drink Prices In Town
I
•• 18Pitchers
. . . . . $1.75
I
I
oz. Mugs
.65
•• 12Special
oz. Mugs
.50
I
I
Drinks
.89
I HourlyCan't
Drink Specials That
I
Be Beat
I
I
J
I

•
:

•
supplies :
!• for the :•
: graphic artist :
•
•
II
•
•
.•
•

Acetate I Mylar I Drafting films
Color separa110n & Overlay materials
Let rase! I Chartpak I Formatt 1 Pantone
(free catalogs on request)
Castell TG & Koh·I·Noor pons
Designers gouache & Retouch colors
• Chart & Graphic tapes
Spray paints & fixatives
Portfolios I Airbrushes I Tables & Lamps

With Their Single On KRST
Turquoise Man

II
•
•
•

II

••
•
: ~~L·ART ·[mmrn~[[~ •
•

Ride The·

ART & FACIAL ART SUPPLIES I LEHlASET I FORMA TT I C'HARTPAK

••••••••••••••••
ENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106, 265·3733

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

.J
,

Lower Level Coronado Center
(next to the Broadway at Northwest End)
Look For Our Sign And Outside Entrance
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

• >

By Tim Higgins
New Mexico, with its low
population and high altitudes, is an
"incredible" place to cross-country
ski, said Klaus Weber, UNM's
cross-country ski coach.
Weber said that although
learning from experienced skiers is
important in developing the best
technique, a beginner can enjoy his
first outing "by just trying to find
his natural rhythm," which he said
is related to walking and skating. ·
Before a skier sets out, he must
select the type of skis best suited for
the kind of skiing he has in mind.
There are three basil: types of
cross-country skis: racing skis,
light-touring skis, and mountaineering skis.
Moun taineedng skis are the
widest of the three and have hard
metal or birch edges, along with
cable bindings that fit over
mountaineering boots. They are
intended for off-trail skiing and for
rugged areas such as New Mexico's.
Pecos Wilderness.

Inviting to Skiers

~

UNITED Feature Syndicate

J

....

. t:·' ,.

Light-touring skis differ from push himself too hard. "You
downhill and mountaineering skis always have to come back,''' Weber
in that they are thinner, have softer said, "and sometimes it's harder to
edges, and usually have bindings get back than it was to go out."
Weber said a cross-country skier
that fasten the toe of the boot to the
ski. These skis are for "in-track" should have a good knowledge of
cross-country skiing-skiing in the area where he's skiing,
trails such as those made by other especially when skiing alone. Weber
also stressed the importance of "a
skiers,
good sense of orienteering," inSince the waxing of cross-country cluding the use of ma"ps and a
skis can be tricky, Weber recom- compass.
mended that beginners try waxless
Weber said snow about six to
skis which have either ·strips of
seven
inches deep is ideal for crossmohair or plastic fish-scale design
country
skiing.
on the bottom. These bases enable
One
of
the best places in New
the skier to glide forward, but
Mexico
to
cross-country ski is the
prevent him from sliding backward.
Jemez
Range,
north
of
Albuquerque,
where
Weber
said
Weber said a person should be
able to rent from a ski dealer all "there are lots of places where you
that's needed to cross-country can just take off from the road."
ski-skis, poles, and boots-for
The nearby Sandias, Weber said,
about $6 a day.
have back trails and a logging road
that are suitable.
Weber warned that a crossThe Pecos Wilderness and Sangre
country skier should be prepared de Cristo Range, northeast of Santa
for winter conditions and should Fe, are good areas for the use of
plan his trips carefully so as not to mountaineering skis, he said.

ACROSS

slowly
4 7 Coach--1 Singing
Parseghian
voice
49
Abode
ofthe
5 Tin Pan
young·
Alley group: 50 Man's
Abbr.
nickname
10 Seals off a
51 Bedeck
well
53 Meadows
14 Ancient
55 Actor--Greek coin
Gilliam
15 Having lots·
56 Shirt part
of space
61 Both: Comb.
16 Celebes ox
form
17 Kind of
62 Where
worker
Mobile is
19 Caustic
64 Lubricates
materials
65 Joined
9 Heap of
20 lnfrequen tly
closely
combusta21 Recline
66 Adjust sails
bles
22 Large numproperly
10 Order to be
bers
returned: 2
Let it stand
23 Early Greek 67
68Rutabaga
words
physician
11 "Whenever
69Pile
25 Diamond or
you say": 3
Abner
words
26 Not found
12 Versifier
DOWN
naturally
13 Fresh talk
30 Soak: Scot.
1 ShillIngs:
18 Gear tooth
31 Person's
Slang
24 Miss Doone
ne:ne;
2 Competent 25 Langua;,;, ol
Slang
3 Spiritual
old
34 Sharp ridge
nature of
26 Quebec's
36 Send mooey
man
neighbor
38 Strain
4 Ride on
27 Protective
39 Skyscraper:
snow
sheathing
2 words
5 Odors
28 Wretched
4 2 --- pros.:
6 The tone G: 29 WW-11 zone:
Drop
Music
Abbr.
prosecu7 Alumnus: 2 31 Buried
tion: Abbr.
words
32 Intertwines
43 Establish
8 With
33 Put forth
44 Christener
siren gth:
35 Ancient __,
45 Destroys
archaic
chariot
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Pants From $4.50
California Fashion Outlet
2318 Central S.B.
Acrossfrom UNM

•

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved
(just down the hall)

To
Marron Hall
-Room lOS
Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
University of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131

Monday's Puz2;le Solved:

37 Montreal's
subway
40 "---up to
you''
41 Cooling
device
46 Leave off
46 Covered
passageway
51 Attorney-52--- de plume
53 Asian.
kingdom
54 Give off
55 Snead and
Spade
57---- and
plaster
58 Tempt
59 Where India
is
60 Inclined
passage
63 Furniture
piece

Exercising Machine Invented
To Aid P~eseason Conditioning
By Lynda Sparber
A while back Jim Cor!! was in the
practice of jogging down Menaul to
keep in shape for skiing. Faced with
fumes and the possibility of being
hit by a pickup truck, he decided
there had to be a better way.
So he invented one. .
The result of Corll's creativity is
the Rug Ski, an exercise device
which mimics the leg angles and
feet heights of parallel skiing.
Corll said the Rug Ski serves two
main purposes: conditioning the set
of muscles used the most for
control and training in technique
and form.
He said most skiers are under the
false impression that exercises such
as squatting or jogging are sufficient. However, he said, this type
of exercise conditions only the front
thigh muscle and ignores the one
running along the outside of the
shin which works along with the
other muscle.
As a training device, Rug Ski is
designed for the intermediate to
advanced skier. It is ineffective for
snowplow skiing, but is ideal for
French,• Austrian, American and
no-style techniques, Corll said.
The only other way to condition
the main set of control muscles, he
said, is to ice or roller skate, play
backfield runner in football, or run

Day Touring Package

POLIC£

oXl· .,.,

~w;.j;

CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
Friday and Saturday

NOV.26,27
7:30P.M.

,.

fA~
Very fine European &

Indonesian
Food

by:

Stockton, Calif.
Las Cruces, N.M.
Sacramento, Calif.
San Jose, Calif.
Vallejo, Calif.

ALL WEIGHTS
WILL BE
REPRESENTED

Albuquerque PAL

Charlie Archie
374 Fights, 371 Wins, Heavy weight
Tickets On Sale At:
Albuquerque Poke Alhlellt: League /121 Arno H-E- 87102 1 766-7669

•

Hours Daily
11 am ·12 pm
Telephone 765·5671
1600 Cel]jral SE

t""
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If the mechanism is used improperly, such as keeping the
downhill leg stiff, the motlon will
still help trim your thigh and
buttocks. However, the device can
also help troubleshoot such errors
in style.

twark Katz's

""
Jean Suits
With Vest
Reg. PriceS90

Sale Price $38.50
•t California Fashion Out](
Accossfrom UNM

Auto Paint & Body Shop
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Work
. Open Weekends
Quality Work
Quality Materials
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

2001 Edith N.E. ·- 242-3872

Day Touring Package
• Rossignol Caribou Ski

$69.00
$45.00
*Tonkin Pole
$11.00
* Troll Binding
$8.00
* Mounting and Pine Tar $6.00
Regular Price
$139.00
Package Price
$123.15

* Haugen Oassic Boot

Backcountry Ski Package
• Asnes Turski

$57.00

* Haugen Adirondak Boot $49.00
*Tonkin Pole
$11.00
• Rotefella Binding
$9.50
• Mounting and Pihe Tar $6.00
Regular Price
$132.50
Package Price
$113.35

lYlDU!fTAl!fS
AMO

IVERS

Hours: Monday thru

Try our Bami & Nasi
and our Gada Gada

t1

~

t
S

268-4876

Golden Gloves
A.A.U.
National P.A.L.

~·

8

Corll, besides a ski-buff, is a g'
former advanced roller skater· and
scientist, having worked at Sandia
Labs and Los Alamos and has <
taught physics at Case Institute in
Ohio.
1[

2320 Central Ave. SE

SANCTION

. Denver, Colo.

• Asnes Turlangrenn Ski $57.00
$45.00
• Haugen Classic Boot
• Tonkin Pole
$11.00
$9.50
• Rotefella Binding
• Mounting and Pine Tar $6.00
Regular Price
$128.50
Package Price
$110.25

~
o

Our first free cross-country ski clinic will be Friday Decem her 16 (instore clinic) and Sunday, December
18 (snow clinic), Friday, we'll see the terrific movie "Skinny Skiis", and discuss waxing, fiberglass vs
wood construction, etc. Sunday we'll teach you basic technique in the morning and ski off for a tour in
the afternoon! Come in and receive your skiis now!
'
Rent your skiis, boots, and poles .for just $7.00 Weekend Rate
(Friday afternoon through Monday morning)
When you decide it's time to own your own skiis, you can apply a weekencj's rental fee to the cost of your
skiis, boots, and poles. When you combine that with one of our ski packages below you get really great
savings! Come let us help you choose the ski that's perfect for you!

2406 APR'71 M.P. 58

Dallas, Texas

Cor! I said his exerciser is • 'a
serious ski exerciser... not a balance
toy.'' He said it only needs to be
used five minutes a day to achieve
benefits,

It's time to ski tour in New Mexico and Mountain's
and Rivers has everything you need.

BUY·SEll·RENT·HIRE••.

TEAMS

or jump on uneven ground,
"It doesn't take a lot of strength
to ski, but it takes the muscle-set
control or your skiing is dangerous
because you have no power to
control where you're going," he
said.
The device can be used on a rug
or hard surface with the skier
wearing either boots or bare feet. It
· simulates conditions for parallel
skiing.

~

mallter charge
THE INTERBANK CARD

I

Friday 10-6 Sat 10-5
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The New Secret Agent of Rock

Health Service Sterilized Native Americans

WASHINGTON (UP!) - A
Congressional investigation
revealed Monday that more fllan
0
.o 3,400 American Indians, mostly
j women, were sterilized by the
:>. government's Indian Health Service
'iil .(IHS) over a three-year period.

Q

I

Indian Health Service on women of consent by the .sterilization patients files "were generally not in comchild-bearing age between 15 to 44. as required by law and that the pliance with the Indian Health
It said that 30 per cent of the consent forms in the IHS medical Service regulations."
.
sterilizations were done outside IHS
The GAO said that several
facilities and were pecformed b}
different consent forms were used
doctors or in facilities which had
and that the most widely used
contracted with IHS for payment.
forms gave no indication as to
"whether.
or not the patient had
The GAO said 142 of the 3,400
persons sterilized between 1973 and
1976 were men.
The report also said that 36
American Society of Heati.,~. Refrigerating
women under the age of 21 were andTheAir-condtt!onins
Engineers offers a grants·in-ald
sterilized during this period despite program to full-time graduate students preparing for
a court-ordered rnoritorium on work in that industry, Applicntions must be submitted by Jan. I, March I, June 1, or Sept. !. Call:
sterilizing persons under the age of Lynzceat
277-4467,

The investigation was conducted
by the 'General Accounting Office
(GAO) at the request of Sen. James
Abourezk, D-S,D. who said he had
received numerous complaints that
Indian women were being sterilized
as a birtll-control procedure
without
their
consent
or
knowledge.
21.
The GAO report said that 3,001
The report indicated that there
sterilizations were performed by the may not have been informed

Quality clothing for
outdoors people

Help to conserve resources and energy as well as
aesthetic values through legislation to promote the
returnable bottle. Call Rafael at 265-0956,

Disabled on Campus will meet Tues., Nov, 23 ut II
a.m. in Rm, 230 of the SUB, Any interested .persons,
whether disabled or not, are encouraged to auend,

Pick your five favorite musical acts and submit
your name and selections to Rm. 138 Marron Hall,
P.O. Box,.20, UNM or the SUB Information desk. Or
you can call Gcor,gcat277-6259,

Grad. student Wendell Stoddart will discuss coal
pyrolysis Tues., Nov. 23 at 3:30p.m. in Rm. 107 at
tbc Chern, Engi1tecring Bld,g.

'
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YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO f
z•zt SAN PEDRO, N.E.
AL.UQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 171 I 0
ll\I()NE 266-8113

Mail

the

CALL
293-2000

.Campus

For $10.00 a year the New Mexico Daily Lobo will be
mailed every day of the academic year and weekly
during the summer session anywhere in the United
States. It is easier than writing to tell the home folks
what's going on around the campus. Or mail yourself
a copy. That's convenience! You're sure to get a Lobo
everyday.
-

Private
Eyes/Tommy
Bolin! Columbia PC 34329
Review by George Gesner
Agent Thomas Bolin slowly
walked into the plush executive
office, a.nticipating something big
was comt~g down. C.B. Hess, chief
of operattons, looked up from his
easy chair and in silence studied the
young man.
Bolin knew h~ was one of the
best; as he awaited the assignment
some thought impossible to
manage. Bolin worked with some
of the best.
. In' his younger years 'he w6rked
with the notorious James Gang
until he took on a tasty position
with Deep Purple. It was evident
that the man would break away and
go solo: it's the only way to get a
reputation in this business.
Hess cracked the silence and said,
"Tom, this may be the big one,
son. You come out shining on this
one, it will be easy street the rest of
the way."
Bolin was walking down M;:tin St.
(every city has one except
Albuquerque) with a thousand
thoughts wandering in his head. He
thought about "Assignment flows. Norma Jean (Bell) played a
Bolin had to "Shake the Devil"
Private Eyes,'' the impossible beautiful sax. It was suggestive and
that
night as the sun pierced
mission.
s.exy. The soft tune set the mood for through his window waking him
He had to infiltrate the Private love.
·
from the nightmare. He knew he
Eyes Disco Den and show them
The morning after was another could get this one heavily on the air
what music is all about. His story. His mind was burned out like
thoughts went to a girl that worked a "Post Toastee." The heavy rock with its hard rock-jazz style so
there. Rosey was a helluva woman; guitar and bass beat steadily against brilliantly patterned in the same
fantastic figure, a lovely face and a his brain. The tune in his head vein as recent agent of jazz-rock
Jeff Beck.
great personality.
slowed down making it possible to
His thoughts were interrupted by hear the distant guitar riffs. It was a
With an acoustic rock touch
the law. Bolin was faced with his decoy.
Bolin sings with the wind on his
first obstacle. He was arrested for
A man broke in and Bolin stood back about his "Gypsy Soul," or is
carrying a deadly weapon - a face to face to his archrival enemy it a woman's soul? His voice echoes
Gibson Les Paul. He was known to agent Peter Townshend. His and reverberates in the gentle wind.
have knocked them dead whenever specialty was smashing guitars. It's a nice feehng.
he played it.
Bolin quickly grabbed his guitar
Bolin is closing in on Private
With a funky jazz intra and and crashed through the window to
forced vocals, he went "Bustin' his getaway. The heavy basic beat Eyes and his gift of song is intoxicating. Bolin spots his love and
Out For Rasey." It was clean. His came back to him in his flight.
whispers,
"Hello.
Again."
guitar jam was hot and intense.
He stopped to rest. His mind was
Rosey sure looked good tonight going through some changes. It was Romantic fervor overcomes him
sitting across the candlelit table going from smooth acoustic to and he transce_nds into a sweet soft
from Bolin. Bolin called the soothing sax to a slow jazz bass to ballad emphasized by the strings of
maitred' and in an expressive and an electric reggae funk, He ran for Del Newman.
supressed voice sang, "Pour me a his life in a jamming guitar frenzy
The super agent hesitates, sensing
glass of 'Sweet Burgundy' wine." and everyone was running
·betrayal
in the girl of his dreams.
His guitar sings and the music alongside him.
"You Told Me That You Loved

verbally received the basic elements
of informed consent."
Abourezk said that "given the
small American Indian population,
the 3,400 Indian sterilization figure
would be comparable to sterilizing
452,000 non-Indian women in the
U.S."
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By .United Press International

Propellant Gas Banned
WASHINGTON-The Consumer Product Safety Commission
voted unanimously Monday to ban fluorocarbons, the gas used as
propellant in most spray cans, as a "hazardous product."
A spokesman said the commission voted 5-0 in executive session
"to ban fluorocarbod'in effect by preparing a draft federal register
notice declaring consumer products containing [fluorocarbons) banned [as] hazardous products because of risk of damage to ozone in the
stratosphere."

Israel Regains Rights in UN
NAIROBI, Kenya-A U.N. organization Monday restored Israel's
full membership rights, but then condemned the Jewish state for
alleged cultural and educational violations in occupied Arab
territories.
•
A working commission at the General Conference of the U.N.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization also overwhelmingly approved third world proposals aimed at curtailing
traditional Western dominance in global news distribution.

'

[

Ford Meets with Carter
WASHINGTON-President Ford, meeting with Jimmy Carter for
the first time since the election, told his successor Monday it would be
"very beneficial" for him to confer with world leaders soon after the
inauguration.
The two men discussed economic issues and other topics related to
the transition that will put a. Democrat in the White House for the firSt time in eight years.

Hearst Companion Trial Begins
OAKLAND, Calif.-A jury finally was selected Monday for the
trial of Wendy Yo~himura, an tinderground companion of Patricia
Hearst.
•
Testimony before t]]e seven women and five men of the jury will
begin next Monday. The 33-year-old Berkeley artist is charged with
several weapons-and-explosives crimes.

Me" he sings in a dynamic uptempo
rocker, adding "Something w~nt
wrong." He forces all the information out of her like toothpaste out of the tube. She is a bluemovie queen and owner of the disco
den. He has driven her to the bitter
end with his g~nuine intriguing style
of rock. And so ends the Private
Eyes Caper. The mission was
successful. He may have lost the
girl, but he's certainly gaining a
reputation. Rate this descriptive
piece poor, but rate this album Aminus.

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO!
CAll
293-2000

Interested in a Part-Time Job?
15 to 20 hours a weel< average
. Possible career and Sales Experience

Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
Phil Franczyk, CLU
292-2830
We have 5 openings available.
fl:MOl!lliiWl!lli:~Wm'liM!ii:g J Ilitallmatl!l!•:~u

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday-Saturday, 7-9

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE NASTY'S

Art Ed Assoc. to meet
The Student Chapter of the New Mexico Art
Education Association is a newly formed group whose
purposes include unifying college students in support

Baez To Sing inN. Ireland
SAN FRANCISCO-Folk singer Joan Baez said Monday she will
perform a concert in Belfast, Northern Ireland, Dec. 2 and participate
in a peace march there Dec. 5.
She said she also will march in a peace demonstration in London on
Nov. 27 at the invitation of Betty Williams, a leader of the women's
peace movement in Northern Ireland.

of professional goals in art education as well as
concern for a general increased awareness in the arts
- drama, dance, music and the visual arts. Interested
students are also working with problems concerning

their own college curriculum as well as issues involving
state teaching requirements.
There will be a general meeting on November 29 at 5
p.m., Rm. 201 in the Art Education Bldg. All in~erested .students are invited to attend. Additional
mformatwn about the convention is available outside
the Art Education office on the NMAEA bulletin
board.

TUX RENTAL

• Flares Cil1 colors!
• Colored Vests

• Formal Boots
• New Styles

Mail your $10.00 to:
Daily Lobo
UNMBox20,
Univ. ofN.M.
Albuq~erque, N .M. 87131

• New Slack

LORD

WEST
TUXEDOS

Or come by
Marron Hall

Rooml3l
•
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Joel Rosenberg Conducts
UNm Symphony Tonight
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Musi-Survey suffered a lag last week, but should recover with the
addition of a box in the Student Information Center next to Pronto's
in the basement of the SUB. i<ou can also drop off your five favorite
musical acts in the Newsroom box in Rm. 138 of Marron Hail or mail
your selections to Musi-Survey, Box 20, University of New Mexico .
You can call George at 277-6259 before Thanksgiving and 296-4104
during the holiday break. Faculty, staff and students are invited to
turn their selections in providing their name is included. If you feel
the need to submit a local group, limit it to one. Let your musical
tastes be known.
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''Jazz Mass''
Okie's

ASA Goller_y
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Fair Plaza Shopping Center

Come in - Look us over
We Have The Best In
Ski Equipment, Ski Clothing
And A pres Ski Levis.
Complete Service Available

·,

The University of New Mexico
Of the program selections
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Rosenberg says, Overture to
assistant professor of music, Joel Russian and Ludmilla was first
Rosenberg, will appear in concert performed at the Imperial Opera in
tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Rodey 1842. Its plot is based on a
Theatre in UNM's Fine Arts whimsical fairy tale with all the
Center.
usual romantir. elements inc! uding
Tickets are $2 for the general ·an abducted princess, an evil
public, $1 for senior citizens and magician and a dashing hero."
UNM faculty and staff and 50 cents
Lute music by !'7th and early
for students at the Fine Arts Box 18th century masters, some of thel)l
anonymous, formed the basis ·for;
Office.
"
The program includes Overture the three suites which Respighi
to Russian and Ludmilla by entitled Antiche Donze ed Arie.
Mikhail Glinka; Ancient Airs and Rosenberg adds, ''The t!Jird suite,
Dances, Suite No. 3 by Respighi; composed in 1932, is written for
Appalachian Spring by Copland strings alone. Here the composer
and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No.
attempts to translate into modern
v.
..
. musical language the elegance and
delicacy which characterized the
late Renaissance and early Baroque

Opening Set
By John Marshall ·
The ASA gallery will re-open
Wednesday, Dec. I, displaying
etchings and lithographs by German Expressionist artist Kathe
Kollwitz, as well as jewelry by
UNM students. The gallery's new
location is the ground floor of the
Student Union Building, directly
across the hall from the SUB
theater. It can be reached only by
the new outside south steps to the
ground floor. The gallery's hours
are II a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays.
Kat he Kollwitz, one of the finest
graphic artists of this century,
worked in pre-and post-World War
I Germany. Her prints display the
moral ravages of war, death and
oppression on an anguished and
suffering humanity reflecting the
turmoil and trouble of the period.
Kol!Witz worked in the humanistic
I radition of the graphic arts
established by Albrecht Durer and
sustained by Rembrandt, William
Hogarth and Honore Daumier. Her
prints have been lent to the gallery
by the AI and Sharon Mazzarella
Coll~ction of Columbus, Ohio.
The student jewelers will show
work made as art for art classes. As
opposed to the fine, handmade,
commercial jewelry for which the
Southwest is famous, these pieces
are intended for gallery display first
and ornament second. Many of the
student pieces will be for sale.
The gallery has been rebuilt with
new and larger display areas. The
gallery welcomes students and is
eager to view student work. Those
interested may contact Claire
Haberfeld, assistant director, at
898-8681.

·Arts

"The orchestral suite is in eight
sections," Rosenberg says. "They
are played as one continuous

0"

",.,tv
w

In the end, the couple are left quiet
and strong in their new house."

,-~-----------~

Boot Sale!

Of the last selection Rosenberg
says Tchaikovsky corilpos.ed his
"Fifth Symphony" amid a torrent
of self-doubts and misgivings. "He

MlJNJ\'RI Rally
360S Ski Boot
Reg.SS.OO

Now

Only

"He wrote in letters that he feared
being 'written out.' He felt as if he
were 'squeezing out' with difficulty
a symphony from his 'bedulled
brain.' Posterity has overruled
Tchaikovsky's apprehensions and
today the fifth symphony is
considered to be one of his greatest
orchestral works."
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Sumatra Mamlehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
Our Delicious Coffee is Now
Available To Take Home

120 Harvard Dr. S.E.

HIPPO IGEGREA

Don't Forget
This Thursday
Is
Wet T-Shirt
Night

Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.
•

Distributors For All Major
Manufacturers.

100%Acry1Jc

10% Discount On Any
Wheel Or Kiln With Student

Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice W eeldJ

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
· Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

European
styled in
exGiting
fnll $hades.

J.D.
Buy Now For Christmas
Appalachia St.__ E Carolina __

«1 he Password is Class"
2294 Wyoming NE

WINROCK & MONTGOMERY PLAZA

(Menau7 & Wyoming)

San Diego St__

UNM_

The

GIZMO

QuARTERS

Now $11.95

ISCOUNT

Georgia Boots
High Top Insulated

IQUORS

905YALESE

. '-----------------------------+
Rutgers,_..L

Now$15.00

2120 Central S.E.·
243-6954

"Se[Ving UNM For3Q Years"

302 Central SW
242-5055

Army_
'

Oklahoma __

''

lobo
men's
shop

Colgate_
Reg. $27.95

Notre Dame __

GO
LOB OS

Many In Store
Specials

Store

Reg. $21 -$24

usc_

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

Lee & Levi Rugby Shirts

Do You Need
Cash?

Boulet
Sweaters

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs.

at Elliot's Nest

Navy_

Nebraska __

-Contest Rules
Each Tuesday the Daily Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
.the score 'of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
win. Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: University
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Records, 1820
Central SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or they may be
dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certifi·
cate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
prize will be a $5 gift cert!ficate. Winners can pick up their gift
certificates for one WGGk fc!low!ng the announcement. Decisions
of the judges are final. Daily Lobo staff and affiliates are ineligible.

'
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TexasA&M __

Elliot's Nest

j

CLOTHING

7

Texas__

i

Joel Rosenberg

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC

.1006 Coronado Center 883-8128
"Dedicated To The Ski Spirit In Everyone"

j'

$'=·~Conductor
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believed that the work would not be.
accepted because it seemed labored
and _insincere," Rosenberg adds.

l

9 Varieties

Eubank N.E. (scottsdale village)

a

i

World's Finest Quality

2937 Monte Vista N.E. (on the triangle)

<

~

periods, as well as the lively dance
rhythms and the typically Italian
cantabile melodies which are found
in the original pieces."
Originally composed in 1944 as a
ballet for the Martha Graham
Dance Company, "Appalachian
Spring" was rewritten for full
orchestra the following year.

COFFEE

in a

z0

& media

Whole Bean

Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast

movement. The story is about a·
pioneer ·celebration in sp.ring
around a newly built house in the
Pennsylvania hills in the early part
of tire last century. The bride-to,be
and the young farmer-husband
enact the emotions, joyful and
apprehensive, that their new
domestic partnership invites. A
revivalist and his followers remind
the new householders.of the strange
lind "teiTible aspects of human fa~e·

Last
Week's
Winners
1st Sandra Dennard
2nd Marian Chavez.
3rd Lillian Armijo

Pro Tie-Breaker
St. Louis -~--

Dallas _ __

Official Entry Form
DUE TO GAMES ON THANKSGIVING DAY,
'ENTRIES ARE DUE BY 4PM WEDNESDAY.
Name
Address

City
Phone~------~-----------------
UNM 1.0. ~
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Now Top Lobo Skie

Spikers Drop Five Straight League Matches
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Santa Fe's Serna Skiing Since He Was 3

By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball
team will need more than a case of
lifesavers to help them overcome
their sorrows as they lost·all five of
its tough matches this weekend in
Johnson Gym.
The young Lobos were simply
outclassed by the stronger Intermountains Conference teams.
Here is a match-by-match report:
Lobos vs. lWU
In the first match of the tournament, the BYU Cougars proved
why they were the number-one
ranked team in the conference as

By Peter Madrid
Skiing since he was three years
,.D
0 old and racing since he was in the
..-l second grade, UNM alpine skier
>,
Jose Sen a again appears to be top
'@ man for ski coach George Bropks.
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Last season, Sena ·Captured the
Sena, a junior majoring in
individual first in the Central business administration, has been a
Intercollegiate Alpine League and Class A racer since he was a freshmade it to regionals but did not man in high school. Class A racers
place high enough to· make it to are skiers who are old enough to
nationals.
move out of age-group races and
into class skiing which begins at H,
the lowest class: to A, the highest,
Sena, from Santa Fe, skied the
Socks For Winter
Class A circuit for five years then.
Reg, Price$/,25
attended the University where he
On Sale$.69
has become quite a slalom and
California Fashion Outlet
giant-slalom racer.
2318 Central SE
His freshman year at UNM, Sena
made the all-conference CIAL team
and the Lobos won the conTerence.
Sena came in tenth in the combined
slalom and giant-slalom race, but
UNM failed to win the regional
meef held at Park City, Utah.
Last year as a sophomore, Sena
was individual champ but the
Lobos came' in second in the
conference, the first time in five
years UNM had not won the CIAL.
Sena said, "Our conference is the
toughest in the country. Whoever
wins the conference usually wins
nationals."
Restaurant and Store
Sena said new rule changes in the
conference
this season will benefit
3118 Central SE (2V2 Blocks East of Girard)
the
UNM
ski
team greatly. The
Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
of
a
cross-country
team to
addition
Thank you for no/ smoking
each team in the CIAL will make
the scoring stronger. Also, the
elimination of a jumping team from
scoring along with the alpine team
will be beneficial to t!le Lobos since
UNM has no jumping team.
"With the new, strong skiers we
have this year," Sena said, "and
the new rule changes, we should
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they crushed the Lobos,. 15-0, 15- Kathy Marpe said, "I was happy
11.
with the way the girls played.
Totally dominating the match
from the start, the Cougars stopped
-, Daily lobo
.
UNM's offense cold and bom- ·
barded the Lobos with hard spikes.
Assistant coach Barbara Butler
called the Cougars the most "highly
skilled team in the tournament."
Lol:los·vs. Utah
In their second match of the
"Even though we're not winning,
tourney, the Lobos hopes for we're ending the season the way we.
nationals were dashed as Utah wanted. If we can play like this at
University squeezed out two vic- the start of next season we're going
tories, 15-7, 15-6.
to beat a lot of these teams," she
Al_though the Lobos lost, coach said.
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Pto.tt's New Ttlo.nqle Loun

CO.ACli IiOUSE
Dry Cleaners
Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent
Students

20o/o Off tO

Employees
Faculty

On all Dry Cleaning, with valid UNM ID

For. Sale
Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.. 00
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uss a~sons .
. D~vid Thompson IS. a s.emo:. He
IS a hneba:ke.r and t?e Umversity of
New Mexico .s leadm~ tackler. ~e
also looks hke a kid when he s
happy. .
.
Standmg tn th,e Lobo l?cker
room a~ter UNM s 21-15 victory
over Anzona, T~ompson l~oked
even younger as. hts footb~ll Jers;y
was a couple stzes too btg (he d
taken off. hts shoulder P.ads) and he
~as h~ld.mg the ag':d fl,t~tlock that
IS th: Ktt Carson nfle, symbol of
th7,nvalry betwe.~n the teams. .
C~m~ here, Thomp~~~ srud,
brandts.hmg the ~.eapon. I ve got
somethmg to say.
. , ,
~hen someone who IS 6 -I , and
wetghs 203 pound.s makes.a request,
you try to fulfilltt, especially when
he.~as.a gun.
. I JUSt hope that "';e showed
Anzona that they aren t too gal~
dang~d goo~ ~o leave t~e WAC,
he srud., votcmg a sentiment that
Y

Jose Serna, born in Santa Fe, is now the top skier for the
UNM men's ski team.
win the conference. Colorado "all out" skiing and he likes "one
College, Colorado School of Mines shot'' things. He said his one
and Denver University will be the problem is that he "wrecks a lot."
teams to beat this season in our
Sen a and the rest of the UNM ski
conference, but with the team team will be training over the
attitude we have, we should win the Thanksgiving vacation and then
CIAL."
.
will begin actual competition a
. Sena said he prefers alpine skiing week before school resumes from
to nordic skiing because he said itis Christmas break.

~r-~

.
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Dave Thompson
was obvious in the winner's locker
room.
The team was incensed by the
proposed move of the two Arizona
schools from theWACto the PAC8 next season. But that anger was
pushed aside by the happiness in
snapping a five-game losing streak.
"We're back on the track," said
cornerback Max Hudspeth, who

I

3014 Central SE

256-7013

1

Electric return
5 repeat keys
handsome

""""'

~

I
I1 a••LE.I!oo[E METEOR
ELECTRIC
$24goo
II
=~::ct!:'Waculty
.The All-New

and Students

I

'
t
t

12" carriage

One-year warranty on all

All The Latest In Form'al Fashions
7:30-6 p.m. Mo.n.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

t

tcan,t afford a good all-electric
portable typewriter. . .

I

Coach Kathy Marpe said, "We
played twice as good as we had been
playing all season, but we still
weren't ready to compete with the
caliber of the teams that were in this
tournament. •'

Break the Chain!-.....

I
i

Reasonable cost, Free private cons~ltation
Student discounts on prepaid hypnosis programs

American Clinic, Inc.
4000 San Pedro NE

DUKE CITY TYPEW~ITER CO.
1325San Mateo Blvd.; N.E.
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The UNM women's volleyball team dropped all five of its Intermountain Conference
Matches held in Johnson Gym over the weekend.

Mondt Stniling Over Win

,,•

intercepted his seventh pass. "It's
been five game~. Everybody was
qown on us, the only friends we had
were right here. You gotta bounce
back to be an athlete."
"I'm tired of being addicted to
losing," said senior defensive end
Robit' Cole. "We had a little
meeting and coach said something
about you can get addicted to
losing. 1 think he was right.
"Early in the season I just got
down on myself and 1 was stupid to
do it," Cole said of his early
depression over his play_ "I had to
say 'Hey, I can't do everything
myself.' 1 was just expecting too
much of myself."
On the offensive side, Noel
Mazzone said, "Our line was
blocking great and everything was
going great. When our offensive
line blocks, our running game goes
all day."
Mazzone had 98 yards rushing,
but the biggest contributor was
fullback Mike Williams. "I thought
I would do better," said Williams,
who rushed for 126·yards -leaving
him just 57 yards short of the UNM
single season rushing record and
making him just the second running
back in Lobo history to gain better
than 1000 yards.
"But in the first half they were
keying on me."

.

..________________________. ·--------~~~!~~!.~~·-·-·-·-·-·--'

Swimmers to Open
By Carol Pavletich
The Lobo men and women swimmers will open the season in the next
couple of weeks. The teams have been practicing for the past several months and coach Rick Klatt is optimistic that the Lobos will have a successful
year.
A number of the UNM waterpoloers will be seeing action on the swim
team this year including all-American Brian Patno in the butterfly, and
free stylers Jon Schafer, Steve Piszkin and Mike Mann. Other top performers to look for are Jeff Kline, Tom Smith and all-American Larry
Farrar- Patno and Farrar both have the talent and potential to achieve allAmerican status again this season.
The women's team is less experienced than the men's team and needs a
couple of meets to determine the strengths and weaknesses of their group.
However, with the aid of Janie Cooper in the butterfly, Cindy Ash and
Kim Dalen in free style, and Judy Applegate and Tanya McGrath swimming breaststroke, the ladies may be able to put together a very strong
team.
The men and women will open their season Dec. 4 against New Mexico
State University at 2 p.m. in the UNM natatorium. Coach Klatt says, "We
should do very well, and should be able to beat them (NMSU) in both men
and women's events."

mAHt>UP § SHin CAR8
COROnADO
C8ni8R
in the new "old" section

HAS IHE
BEST SKI EQUIPMENT
/AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $7.00 PER
DAY OR $12.00 PER WEEKEND
You get: Skts, Poles, Boots. Bindings

~itt-

CALL 256-9893
•

,,.

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO f

293-2000

biggest thing about this game is
that the guys would like to finish up
the season on a winning note."

OLYMPIC SPORTS

Also-See us for all tl:}e major brands in NEW Ski Equipment

•

,'

I
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The Lobos play San Diego State
this Saturday in San Diego to end
their season. Mandt said, "The

Kl RENTAL?

. I.
found

CALL

883-3686

'

By Tim Gallagher
UNM football coach Bill Mandt
was smiling for a change, at his
weekly press luncheon Monday.
He had good reason to.
The man had been granted a
three-year extension to his contract
earlier in the week. But perhaps
more_importantly, his football team
had broken a five-game losing
string with a win over Arizona
Saturday night.
"It was a real good win for us,"
said Mondt. "The defense hit
harder than they have in a long time
and that, more than anything, was
probably the reason for the win.
We were able to cover our own
fumbles and only turned the ball
over once.''
Mandt also credited the athletic
department in the win. Asked ifthe
extension to his contract had any
effect on the players, he said, "I'm
sure it had a helpful effect. The
players were more confident
knowing the athletic department
was in support of the program." •
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On the Triangle, Monte Vista at Central

Trade~nsaccepted

"'0i 3011 Monte Vista NE Near UNM
Financing available
..,.~
255-1694
~OS FOR OVER 28
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Pho1o by William J. Havrilla
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tournament, the Lobos were
downed by Northern Arizona, 1510, 15-9.

smoking
overeating

Lobo Addiction to Losing.
Snapped in Arizona Win
B R

Lobos vs. ASU
On Saturday, the Lobos despite
playing good volleyball, were
defeated by powerhouse ASU, 1416, 15-13, 15-16.

Lobos vs. NAU
In their final match of the

Aversion
conditioning
really
works

egetarian

•

Lobos vS. NMSU
With the adrenalin gone and not
much to look forward to, the
slumping Lobos lost to NMSU, 154 and 15-5.
In both matches, the Lobos were
quickly outcored 9-l;
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: IS cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more con·
secullve days with no changes, nine cents per
word per day (no rdunds if ••neclled before five
Insertions), Classified advertisements must h'1
'paid in ndvunce.
~

1· !•'orron Hall Room lll or by mail to: Classified
Advertising, UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M ••
87131

1.

PERSONALS

CONTACTS1? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call 293-2000. 1213
PARTY! HUGE Sound System booking fast for Dec.
Beller and cheaper than band, Frals/Sors. special
rate. 242-8638. 12/l
If you eat, you need PROOF 0' THE PUDDING,
pocket-size guidebook to best cats around
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Taos. Vegetarian, heahh,
ethnic, non-smoking, everything! Know before you
go! li1.95 bookstores. 11123
WHY1 READ TOLSTOY in English. Next
semester-Russian 340. 11123
THE BEST PRICED LUNCH in town: fool-long hoi
dog!, 35 cents, I 1·3, Okie's. 1213
BAKERY CAFE will close 11/25·11128. Thank you,
patrons, for your support. 11124
NOTICE TO MY FRIENDS and customers: I have
relocated to Dill's Hair Design, 5107 Mcnaul N.E.
Your continued patronage is appreciated. Darlene
Holcomb. For appointment, call881·1181. 11/24 ·
IN CONCERT: Jerry Jeff Walker, Country Joe, and
the band Rolling Stone magazine calls "the best band
in Texas," The Lost Gonzo Band. Tuesday, Civic
Auditorium. Complete bar service, bring I.D. to
drink. Country and Rock at its best. 11/24

\

ARE ., OU REACHING OUT for help'/
AGORA-someone to reach out to. 277·
3013. 11/30
RICK LOPEZ, you were great as ASUNM Senator!
Why didn't you run for re-election? Con·
cerned. 11/23
Headed your way-NATURAL LIVING CEN·
TER-world's best food supplements, biodegradable
cleaning, personal products, gifts. Stay
tuned. II /24
201\'o OFF TO STUDENTS with J.D., 11/23176 to
11/27/76 • .Birkenstock sandals and clogs, wool
sweaters from Ecuador, Hoi Sox, underwear from
Lollipop, imports. Wild Rose, 2910 Central S.E., hrs.
11·6. 11/24
S45.00 in gift certificates given away this week to
Lobo football contest winners. Check today's LOBO
for winning names & to enter this week's contest. 11123
ANDREW: hope your Thanksgiving is casual (new
word). Love, ALB. 11123
IT'S BOYD DENNJSSON'S BIRTHDAY. Pa.s it
around. 11/23
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BEAKER, Hope your 20th is
a real bust. The Bags. 11123
IF YOU'VE FOUND IT, share it at University
Christian Fellowship Dinner, SUB ballroom, Dec. 2.
Tickets,Ji.I.OO. 1211

2.

LOST & I'OUND

LOST: green-faced, gold-bangled bracelet watch.
Reward, Mrs. Robinson. 821-1760. 11/24
LOST: unfinished art project; 2 weeks ago, "D"
parking area. Brass & silver belt buckle. Please return
Campus Police, reward. I 1/24
FOUND: SMALL DOG, possibly Terrier w/grey
wiry hair, wandering La Posada. Call 277·
2886. 11/29
FOUND: MAN'S RING, Popejoy 11/10/76. Identify
and claim 256-1847. II /29
LOST: BRINDLE BOXER; black collar, Colorado
rabies tag, uncut cars: from Sycamore Street. Call
843-9709. 12/1
LOST: UNM WHITE NOTEBOOK. Lost in johnson
Gym, last week. Please call266-3505, Jimmy. 11124

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New M~xieo, Inc. 842,
5200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. LoWest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444 or come Ia 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
STUDENT RATES on professional typing! Perfect,
error·frec original copies on resumes, papers,
dissertations, etc. Call293-0976. 11124
LEGITIMATEMASSAGE298-4718. 1213
NEED HELP with papers? Typing, editing, revision,
research and good advice. 281-3001. 11/24
CUSTOM SEWING-personal or domestic, done
with skill and imagination, 898-5977. I J/29
TYPING: RESUMES, MANUSCRIPTS, legal,
medical and general. 266-4770. 11/30
PAINTING: RESIDENTIAL, 10 years experience.
Call Wes Orill, 255-1890 after 5; 12/3
FOR $9.38 per month and up, store your belongings
in 24-hour secured safety ncar campus. Call: U-Stor·
It Corp. 242·1100, or U·Sior-It Corp. 2668580 •. 12/1

4 . .FORSALE
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sate, R.C. Hallcu's.
843·9378. tfn
BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Salurday 7·9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3
GOLD JEWELRY, charms, pendants, tic-lacs, rings,
appraised 1966, lower than present Thailand prices,
$5/up, 298-4774. 11/23
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to zig•7.ag, buttonhole. Pay $19.00
and take machine. 255-7534. 11/23
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER: Brand new 1977,
assume payments of $7.47/month. New warranty,
255·'1535. 11/23
PIONEER, KENWOOD, SANSUI, reel lo reels,
ca,seltc~: Closing them out, IO"'o 10 50"lo off. While
they last. 255-7535. 11123

FAMOUS NAME BRAND shirts: $5.00 lhis W(ck
only, California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central, across
from cnrrtpus. 266·9872. I 1124
WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY on Sherwood, Pioneer,
Sansul & Kenwood receivers, reel to reels, 8 tracks.
Hurry while they last, 25S·1S.34. 12/1

~"'
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5.

l'OR RENT

BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely furnished and carpeted. Dishwashers, disposers,
security, UNM one block. 208-209 Columbia S.E. No
children, pets. $180.00, call255-2685.
_-.,..,.--,-,-.,-:---:VARSITY HOUSE: 141 Columbia S.E., deluxe I·
bdrm. furnished apartment, $175.00; 2·bdrm.
$210.00, includes utilities, adults only, no pels, 268·
0525. 11124
.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT., $169/nto. 299·
5448 after 5. 11129
GENTLE-MAN, 22, needs two )adics to share three
bedroom S.E. house. No chauvinism. Dan 2563874. 11/30
LUXURIOUS I-BEDROOM carpeted apartment,
beautifully furnished including two bar stools.
$195.00/mo., 3 blocks away from University. Call
242-1404 afler7:00. 12/1

6.

EMPLOYMENT

I FOUND IT. You ean,too. Call293·2000. 1213
WAITRESS, SINGERS WANTED for e~citing new
theatre reSiaurant. Call Pam McCool, 299·
4401. 11/29
TACO VILLA-Wanted: Full or pari time, girls for
counter work. 2608 Central S.E. II /29
BANDS NEEDED for Sunday nights, Chelsea St.
Pub, Coronado Center, call between 9-1 I a.m., 883·
4605, Joe. 12/3
CHELSEA ST. PUB: wail persons, and kitchen help.
Apply 9-11 a.111., 2:30 to 5 p.ln., Mon.-Fri.,
CoronadoCcnlcr. 12/3
PART-TIME XMAS HELP needed from Nov. 23·
Jan. 3. Graduate .students only-rnust be over 21.
Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Save Way
Liquor Stores; 5104 Lomas N.E., 5516 Mcnaul
N.E. 12/3
HOLIDAY HELP: 72 opening.s, up to $5.00/hr. Call
294-2064. 1-3 n.m. 11123

7.

TRAVEL

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9-16, $130. In·
eludes transportation, lifts & lodging. For information call 842-8569. SSO deposit due immediately.
UNM Ski Club. 11126
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Ridelinc ... 265-9860.
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
11/30

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: USED PINBALL machines. Any con·
or not. 883-8679. 12/3
clition old or

COPIES

•

POSTAL.l•l

INSTANT
PRES'S

2818 Central S.E.
265-3435

COLOR TV: 10 yr. guarantee, big screen, color lint
controls. Assume payments of $7,00 per mo. 255·
7534. 11123
HOUSE SALE: Nov. 25-28, 345-C Vermont N.E.
Everything goes. II /24
2 USED tO-SPEEDS. Call265-3292. II 130
'67 DODGE VAN, $500.00. Dave, 271·5385. ll/30
FOR SALE: HARLEY David.son XLHIOOO '75.
Excellent condition, after 5 p.m. 296-2397. I J /26
'71 HONDA, 350 CD, good condition, $400.00 or
best offer. 298-3602 after 5 p.m., weekdays. 1211
ASSUME $7.00 per mo., color TV, new warranty,
big screen, color tint controls, 255-7535. 1211
LEAVING TOWN-KIRBY vacuum cleaner, brand
new 1977. Assume payments of $7.47 per month, new
warranty, 255-7534. 12/1

•

LEFT IN LA VA WAY: Singer sewing machine
equipped to 2ig-zag, buuonhole. Not claimed, pay
$19.00 and take machine, 255-7534. 12/1

TODAY'S CIDSSWDID PUZZLE
Is On -Page 9

ot·Today's LOBO

..

